
WISEdata Release Notes: 8/28/18 
 

Title Description/Comments 

Career Education: CTE Participation flag We created a CTE Participation flag on the 

student’s enrollment (sSA) record from 

2018-19 moving forward. 

 

CTE Participation logic calculates for the flag 

to display if a student has a Section 

Association (enrollment) record for a course 

that has a ‘CTE flag’, at which point the 

student is considered a participant. 

DB/Calculation: Simplified calculation of 

Composite Proficiency Level 

We created a new, simplified calculation for 

DPI Composite Proficiency Level: 

● If previous ELL had a value, then DPI 

Composite Proficiency Level = 

Composite ELP Level 

● If previous ELL value = NULL, then DPI 

Composite Proficiency Level = NULL. 

EdCred: Added specific error message  We added a more specific and detailed error 

message if you encounter an error in the 

Ed-Fi Credential application. 

API: Roster staff data part of manual and 

daily Import Job 

We included Roster staff data updates and 

additions in both the manual triggering of 

import and validation as well as the daily 

import job at 5 p.m. 

WDP: Rule 6395 logic change We changed the L2 validation rule 6395 

about race/ethnicity to only display the error 

to the current enrollment-holding school 

(sSA). 

WDP: Bug Fix--Rule 6617 works properly 

now. 

We had issues with L2 validation 6617 not 

throwing when it should have, but this bug 

was resolved. 

https://crmportal.dpi.wi.gov/article?id=e176c636-bdad-e611-80e9-001dd8b71c1d


WDP: Bug Fix--Rule 6626 text updated Previously we had a mismatch in text and 

logic for the L2 validation 6626, but this has 

been fixed and is consistent now. 

WDP: New rule 6655 We implemented new L2 validation warning 

6655: Student was previously submitted with 

an exit type of 'Death.' 

WDP: Bug Fix--Rule 6679 throws properly. Rule 6679 was not throwing when it should 

have been, but this was resolved. 

WDP: Bug Fix--Rule 6694 throws properly. We fixed warning 6694 to throw properly. 

WDP: New rule 6711 We implemented L2 validation warning 6711: 
Grade level of current enrollment record is 

lower than previous enrollment record in the 

same school year. 

WDP: Updated logic and text for rule 6751 We updated the logic for validation rule 6751 

for when to throw the warning as well as the 

rule text. Note, this new Discipline-related 

warning alerts schools that didn’t report any 

Discipline data. Schools MUST acknowledge 

this warning only when they have verified 

there are no suspensions or expulsions to 

report. Acknowledging this message satisfies 

the requirement to submit the Gun Free 

School Act (GFSA) report to DPI each year. 

WDP: New rule 6792 We implemented new L2 validation warning 

6792: Grade level of current enrollment 

record is lower than enrollment record of the 

immediately previous school year. 

WDP: Replacing rules 6514 and 6515 with 

6793 

We have deactivated validation rules 6514 

and 6515. They will be replaced by L2 rule 

6793. 

WDP: Bug Fix--Rule 6631 throws properly. We had a bug where rule 6631 should not 

have thrown for the 2017-18 school year, but 

it did. We have fixed this issue. 

https://crmportal.dpi.wi.gov/article?id=7f503356-1bb0-e611-80e9-001dd8b71c1d
https://crmportal.dpi.wi.gov/article?id=6e6f1ac3-b3a4-e811-80e5-005056847c52
https://crmportal.dpi.wi.gov/article?id=af8e40a8-ee72-e711-80d3-005056847c52
https://crmportal.dpi.wi.gov/article?id=e2d4fcec-cc8c-e711-80d5-005056847c52
https://crmportal.dpi.wi.gov/article?id=180aa823-b7a4-e811-80e5-005056847c52
https://crmportal.dpi.wi.gov/article?id=ff5a8a9c-dc94-e811-80e5-005056847c52
https://crmportal.dpi.wi.gov/article?id=b7ada23a-bba4-e811-80e5-005056847c52
https://crmportal.dpi.wi.gov/article?id=9fd13703-bea4-e811-80e5-005056847c52
https://crmportal.dpi.wi.gov/article?id=4a008f20-7d50-e711-80d2-005056847c52


WDP: Validation Category added to 

Validations Export 

We added a column for Validation Category 

to the Validation Messages Export so that 

users can filter and sort by this. 

Career Education: CTE Concentration flag in 

Student Details 

We implemented a new ‘CTE Concentration’ 

flag that shows up in the Student Details 

screen and on the CTE export. The flag will 

display as ‘True’ if it satisfies the following 

conditions: 

● Student CTE Program Association is 

submitted with Program Type and 

Program Name ‘Career and Technical 

Education’ 

● CTE programs piece exists with the 

Career Pathway Type and the IAC 

Code Type (Program area could be 

blank) 

Career Education: New CTE 

Participants/Concentrators Export 

In the WISEdata Portal, we implemented a 

new export file to populate 'CTE 

Participants/Concentrator details', so LEAs 

can validate all the data they sent was 

received and then leverage this file for 

additional analysis. 

Roster/CTE: CTE Participant flag in Roster 

enrollment row 

We added a ‘CTE Participant’ flag in the 

Roster Enrollment row of the WISEdata 

Portal’s Student Details screen. The flag will 

display if a student has a student Section 

Association (enrollment) for a course that has 

a ‘CTE flag’ to mark the student as a 

participant.  

WDP: Sorted Home Page metrics By UserVoice request, we updated the 

summary metrics on the new Home Page to 

make sure metric rows sort in order by 

descending school year and display school 

year range, i.e., 2017-2018 versus 2018. 



WDP: Delete errors display on Home Page 

Vendor drill-down. 

In the WISEdata Portal’s Home Page Vendor 

section drill-down, we now display any 

DELETE error rows. Seeing failed Delete 

attempts can be helpful, so an LEA can 

provide info to the vendor that DELETE calls 

were attempted when the records weren’t 

present. 

WDP: Removed WISEdata Portal Data 

Statistics panel 

We removed the 'WISEdata Portal Data 

Statistics' panel on the Data Quality page 

because now the LEA Home Page houses this 

information and other stats.  

WDP: Added course data elements to the 

Validation Messages page 

We added additional data elements for each 

entity on the WISEdata Portal Validation 

Message screen to save time for users.  

● Added: Last Name, First Name, 

School, Enroll Date, Term, Local 

Course Code, Class Periods Location, 

Grading Period Descriptor 

WDP: Added Grade Level to Roster and 

Enrollment panels in Student Details 

We added Grade Level on the Roster 

enrollment row and Enrollment panel row of 

the WISEdata Portal Student Details screen. 

Users can leverage Grade Level values when 

fixing errors related to incorrect grade levels 

associated to the FLEX or FLES (World 

Language) programs. 

WDP: Bug Fix--Career Education Ed-Fi API 

view works. 

We had a bug that when you clicked CTE 

Ed-Fi API View, you’d receive an error while 

processing the request. We’ve resolved this 

issue. 

WDP: Bug Fix--Contact Acknowledgment 

works properly. 

We resolved a bug where when users logged 

into the WISEdata Portal they were receiving 

Contact Acknowledgment errors. 

New and/or Updated Documentation ● KBA 6631 new text and logic 



● New KBAs: 6712, 6787, 6788, 6789, 

6790, 6791,6655, 6711, 6792, 6793 

● New KBA for New 2018-19 WISEdata 

Data Elements 

● Added “Previously” mapping for Dual 

Enrollment courses: (TC)/articulation 

agreements/AS, ECCP, and Start 

College Now in Programs KBA 

 

 

https://crmportal.dpi.wi.gov/article?id=525f5b52-3fa2-e811-80e5-005056847c52
https://crmportal.dpi.wi.gov/article?id=525f5b52-3fa2-e811-80e5-005056847c52
https://crmportal.dpi.wi.gov/article?id=e5d1df18-1030-e711-80d2-005056847c52

